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We deal with the distribution of the first zero R,, of the real part of the empirical characteristic 
function related to a random variable X. Depending on the behaviour of the theoretical real part 
of the underlying characteristic function, several cases have to be considered. For most of the 
interesting cases we derive the limit distribution of R,,, and in some other cases we state a weaker 
limit law. 
empirical characteristic function * Gaussian limit * distribution of first zero 
1. Introduction 
Define the stochastic process U,(t), t Z- 0, by 
U,,(t) = n-’ ; cos(tX,) 
j=1 
where the random variables X,, j 2 1, are independent and identically distributed 
as X. The question we shall be concerned with is the distribution of R,, the first 
zero of U,(t), 
R,=inf{f>O: U,(t)=O}. 
The process U, ( * ) is the real part of the empirical characteristic function generated 
by the sample X,, X,, . . . , X,,. Its expectation will be denoted by 
u(t) = E cos(fX). 
By symmetry we need consider u(t) on the positive half line only and let r,, (~co) 
be the first zero of u(t), 
r,=inf{t>O: u(t)=O}. 
Thus R, estimates r. and three cases must be distinguished. 
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Case 1. Suppose r, is a finite isolated zero with the derivative u’(t) < 0 at t = rO, 
u(t)>0 for r,-&<ttrrO and u(t)<0 for r,,< t<r,+e. An example is when X is 
normally distributed with mean p, variance 1 and u(t) = cos(pt) exp(-it’). Here 
ro=~/(21~l). 
Case 2. The zero r,, does not exist, in which case we write r, = ~0, for example 
when u(t) = exp(-it2). 
Case 3. A tangent occurs at r0 < ~0 and/or r0 is not an isolated zero, for example 
if u(t)=l-ItI for (tlsl and u(t)=Ofor Itl>l. 
Case 3 is mostly excluded from further consideration. Case 1 is discussed in 
Section 3 where it is shown that n”‘( R, - rO) is asymptotically normally distributed 
as n+a. 
Case 2 requires more delicate treatment and uses the arguments of Hiisler (1990) 
to obtain a limiting extreme value distribution for suitably normalized R, provided 
u(t) decays to zero as a power function as t + 00. Also the case of a faster decay to 
zero is treated. Here X is required to be absolutely continuous. Although our 
argument is usually complete, we are obliged to make conjectures concerning the 
convergence in distribution of R, in a few cases. 
Case 1 has been treated previously by Welsh (1986) who developed an iterative 
procedure for calculating a realisation of R,, and established almost sure convergence 
to rO. As Welsh points out, a motive for studying the question is that the working 
interval for empirical characteristic function procedures is essentially (0, R,) or 
(-R,, R,), and hence information about R, is important in that context. A particular 
case concerning a test for symmetry is discussed in Csorgii and Heathcote (1987). 
Section 4 of that paper describes a small simulation study illustrating the way in 
which the behaviour of R, can influence statistical properties such as nominal 
significance levels. 
The next section shows that large sample discussion can be carried out in terms 
of a locally stationary Gaussian process Y(t), t > 0, with the same covariance 
structure as n 1’2( U,,(t) - u(t)). This leads to the results for Case 1 in Section 3 and 
for Case 2 in Section 4. In the last section we discuss a particular example of a 
pure discrete distribution to illustrate the behaviour of R,, in such a case, which 
can be derived from our general results only in some subcases. 
2. The limiting Gaussian process 
It is easily shown that 
and hence that n I”[ U,,(t) - u(t)], t 2 0, is a zero mean process with covariance 
function a(t, s). Necessary and sufficient conditions for weak convergence to a 
Gaussian process, defined by the convergence of finite dimensional distributions, 
are given by Csorgo (1981) and Marcus (1981) (see also Feuerverger and Mureika, 
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1977). We will impose the stronger requirement of a a-order moment 
EIXI”<co, (Y>o, 
in which case the weak convergence holds and the limiting Gaussian process has 
continuous paths (see e.g. CsiirgB, 1981). 
Let Y(t), t 2 0, denote the weak limit of n “2[CJn(f)-u(f)], tz0. Then Y(.) is 
a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance function g(t, s). Now 
P{R,>r,}=P{U,(t)>O, tsr,} 
=P{n”2[U,(t)-u(t)]>-n”2u(t), tsr,}. 
For Case 1 and EIXI” < 00 this last probability is approximated because of the weak 
convergence by P{ Y(t) > -n “2u( t), t < r,} = P{ Y(t) < n”*u( t), t G rn} and the 
evaluation of this quantity leads to the asymptotic normality of R, as stated in 
Theorem 3.1 below. For Case 2 we can prove in some cases that P{R, > r,} and 
P{ Y(t) < n’%(t), t G Y,,} have the same asymptotic behaviour. This seems obviously 
to depend on the rate of divergence of r, +CO. 
We denote by a’(t) = EY*( t) = $(l+ u(2t) -2u*( t)), the variance of Y(t), and by 
Y*(t) = Y(t)/a(t) the standardized process. Note that a’(O) =0 and that a2(t)+ 
d(c~)=$ if t+a and u(t)+O. 
In the following we show that Y*( . ) is a locally stationary Gaussian process. 
These processes were introduced by Berman (1974). Y*( .) is focally stationary on 
I c [0, ~0) if there exist a continuous function C(t), t E Z, with 0 < min( C( t), t E I) s 
sup(C(t), 1 E I) (~0 and a continuous monotone function K(s) with K(0) = 0, 
K(s)>0 for s>O such that 
lim E(Y”(t+s)- Y”(t))’ 
.T - 0 2K(lsl) 
= C(t) 
uniformly in t E I. If K(s) is regularly varying with index LY, 0 < (Y s 2, in particular 
K(s) = s”, we say that Y*( . ) is locally varying with index (Y. 
Proposition 2.1. (i) Assume that EX2 < 00. Then Y*( . ) is locally stationary with index 
2 for 6 < t G T, for any finite T and S > 0, where K(s) = s* and 
C(r) =[-u”(O)+u”(2t)-2u”(t)-(u’(2f)-2u(t)u’(t))2/(2u2(t))]/4a2(t). 
(ii) Assume that 1 - u(t) - cl tl”, c > 0 as t + 0, a regularly varying function with 
index a, 0 < CY s 2 and that for t > 0 u’(t) exists, if CY < 1, or u”(t) exists, if CY 2 1. 
Then Y*( .) is locally stationary with index (Y for 6 < t s T, for any finite T and 6 > 0, 
with the given K(s) = Is/” and 
c(t)=c/(2a”(t)) ifa<2, 
and as in (i), if a =2. 
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Proof. The statements follow easily by using Taylor-series expansions for the term 
of u( *) in r(r, t+ h), the correlation between Y(t) and Y( t+ h). In the first case 
we get 
l-r(r, t+h)=h*C(t)+o(h*). 
This holds also in the second case with (Y = 2, since the assumptions imply EX2 < cc 
(cf. Lukacs, 1960). If (Y <2, this term is 1-u(h)+O(h) if cu<l or l-u(h)+O(h*) 
if lGa<2. •i 
The next proposition deals with the case where T is infinite. For this discussion 
we use a mild condition on the tail behaviour of u(t). We assume that 
u(t)-+O, u’(t)-+0 as t+oo (1) 
and 
n”(t)+0 as t-co. (2) 
Note that these conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied for instance if X has an absolutely 
continuous distribution function with a sufficiently smooth density. The assumptions 
imply that C(t) + -u”(0)/(4a2(~)) = -$u”(O) as t + CO, if (Y = 2, and C(t) + c > 0, 
if (Y < 2. Note also that u’(O) = 0 if EX < ~0. 
Proposition 2.2. Assume that (1) holds. If a 3 1 in Proposition 2.1, we assume also 
(2). Then both statements of Proposition 2.1 hold with T = ~0. 0 
The proof follows as for Proposition 2.1, where the uniform convergence is 
established by using (1) and (2). The situation (ii) is used if we do not assume the 
existence of a second moment of X, which is the case for instance if X has a stable 
distribution, being symmetric about CL. We get for these random variables by applying 
Proposition 2.2 for the case CY ~2: 
Corollary 2.3. Assume that u(t) = cos(pt) exp(-PItI”) with index (Y, O< (Y ~2, and 
/3 > 0, p EL!. Then Y*( .) is locally stationary with index (Y for t 2 6, S>O, where 
K(s)=s” and C(t)=p/(2~*(t))+p as t+a. Cl 
3. The case of a finite root 
In this section we assume that r,, < 03 with u( r,J = 0 and u(t) > 0 for 0~ t < r,, 
u(2r,) > -1 in dealing with Case 1. Since we assume that u’(t) exists for t > 0, we 
use also the reasonable assumption that u’( rO) < 0, excluding the case u’( rO) = 0. 
This implies that the first zero-crossing of Y( .) occurs asymptotically in a small 
neighbourhood of r,. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume Case 1 and EIXI* < ~0 for some a > 0. 
Forr,,=r,+za(r,)/(lu’(r,)lv”$ with ZER, 
P{Y(t)G&u(t),t~r, > = @(A u(r,)l4m))+o(l), 
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and thus as n + ~0, 
P{R,Sr,}+@(z) for everyzE[W. 
Proof. (a) Obviously, we have that 
P{Y(t)sJ;;u(t), tSr,}SP{Y(r,)SAu(r~)}=@(fiu(r,)/c(r,)) 
andalsothatJ;;u(r,)/a(r,)=-z+o(l)bythechoiceofr,andsince(T(r,)~a(r,,)E 
(O,l). 
(b) We prove the reverse inequality 
P{Y(t)GAu(t), t S r,}S @(A u(r,)/U(r,))+o(l). 
The following lemma shows that it is sufficient to deal with the event 
{Y(t)S&u(t),y,Stsr,} 
where y, = r(,-~,/fi with E, -*CO but E, = o(A). Hence y,, + r, and r,, -yn = 
0(&J&) = o( 1). 
Thus for any 6>0, 
3P Y*(r,)G--z+o(l)-6, sup 
1 
[Y*(t)-Y*(r,)ls6 
)‘,, =%Z f e I,, 1 
a@(-z+o(l)-8)-P sup [Y*(t)-Y*(r,)]>S . 
?‘,, s , c r,z I 
But the second term in the last inequality tends to 0 by Theorem 2.1 of Berman 
(1974): we have by assumption that 
sup (l-r(t,s))cconst* h”‘, O<a’Ga, cY’G2, 
lr~.s~~h,.~,,~r,c~r,, 
which implies by Berman’s result, 
P 
1 
sup [Y*(t) - Y*(r,)]> 6 
.L’,, = t < r,, I 
~const~(1-~(const~6~(r,-y,)~““2))+0 
as n+oo. Hence the first statement follows immediately. The second statement is 
implied by the first statement and the strong approximation arguments of Csijrgo 
(1981) which is strongly used in Section 4; for more details see the proof of Corollary 
4.2. 0 
We have to complete the proof by showing the mentioned statement. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, 
P{Y(t)SJ;;u(t), tsy,}+1 
as n + 00, where y, = r,- ~,,/fi with E, -+a and E, =0(A). 
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Proof. Note that since u(2ro) > -1, we have for n sufficiently large fi u(t)/a( t) 2 
J7; n(y,)lo(y,) = cO&,/o(y,,), with c0 a suitable positive constant, where the last 
expression tends to ~0 as n + ~0. Hence 
P{%~J$,: Y*(s)~Jt;u(s)/a(s)}~P{3s~y,: Y*(S)~C,E,/CT(_J’,)}. 
By using Fernique’s Lemma (see Marcus, 1970) we get that this last probability is 
bounded by 
c2 exp(-c, . e2,)-+0 
as n -+ Co with some positive constants c, and c2, since E, + Co. 0 
Remark. The derivation shows that the limit law is normal if we assume only that 
u( . ) is decreasing in a neighbourhood of r 0; the normalization is depending only 
on the inverse function of u( .) in this neighbourhood. For other cases, as for 
instancethecase u(t)=(l-aIrI)+, a > 0, the above derivation yields the lower part 
of the distribution: P{R, < r,,} -+ D(z) for z s 0. In the same way, certain other cases 
of Case 3 can be partly discussed. 
4. The case of an infinite root 
In this section we consider two different cases of Case 2 with r, = a. They differ by 
the rate that u(t) + 0 as t + ~0. If u(t) decreases as a power function, we describe 
the asymptotic behaviour of R, as n + ~0, by deriving the mentioned extreme value 
limit distribution of R,. 
If u(t) decreases faster than a power function, which is the case if for instance 
X has a stable distribution, we can only derive some approximations for the 
behaviour of R,. If X is for instance a standard normal variable, the approximation 
implies the lower part of the limit distribution. The other part is related to the 
crossing probability of certain Gaussian processes above a low level (for instance 
the zero level) which is in general not explicitly known. 
We begin with the case that u(t) - CtKP as t+m, with C>O, p>O. Similarly to 
the case of a finite zero, we observe no exceedance of Y( .) above fi u(t) in t G y,, 
with probability tending to 1, where now y, + ~0 as n + ~0. It is easily seen that in 
the finite interval [0, T], 
P{ Y(t)<& u(t), ts T}=- 1 -P{3s< T: Y*(s)ac,JJ; u(T)/(T(T)} 
a 1 - c2 exp( -c, nu’( T)/cr’( T))] + 1 
as n + CO, with suitably chosen positive constants c, and c2 by Fernique’s Lemma 
again. Obviously, this is also true for an interval with length tending to ~0, but the 
argument is more delicate. We use the results of Hiisler (1990) on high boundary 
crossing probabilities of locally stationary processes. This can be used since 
6 u( t)/a(t) converges to cc for all t G r, where r, denotes again the suitable 
normalization of R,. 
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Since we discussed sufficient conditions for the local stationarity of Y( .) in 
Section 2, we assume this property in the following first main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that u(j)=aj-“(l+~(j)/log j) with &(t)+O as t+co, r,=a. 
Let u( .) be such that Y*( .) is locally stationary for t > S with index a, O< a s 2, 
K(s) = sa and C(t)+ C(a). Let 
r, = (2pa’n/log n) l/Q( 1 +(;_t+t) !%_Z) 
with 
A=llog C(+og(Z?r)+$log(2a’)+ 
a 
Then 
P{Y(t)~fiu(t), Tstsr,,}+exp(-e-‘) 
for all x E R, as n + CO. H, denotes a constant, dejined for instance in Berman (1974) 
or Leadbetter et al. (1983). 
Proof. We use the result of Hiisler (1990) to prove the statement. First we have to 
verify that 
J(m) = 
I 
5, 
H,C”U(t)$r(~u(t)/a(t)) dj+exp(-x) 
7 
as n + co for every x, where G(y) = exp(-$y’)y”“-I/&% in the case of an index (Y. 
We note also that for T sufficiently large 
C(j)= c(oo)(l+o(l)) 
and 
a’(t) =i+O(j-“) for 12 T. 
Hence 
nu”( t)/a2( t) = 2na2tt2”( 1+ e( t)/log j)2( 1 + 0( jj”)) 
= 2na2jjzP (I+ s”(j)llog j), 
with s*(t) = (2+o(l))~(j)+O(j~~ log j) = o(1). Note also that therefore 
J;;min,,,,(u(j)lcr(j)) + ~0. Hence we approximate the integral by H,c”“(c~)J*(r,,) 
with 
I 
r,> 
J*( r,,) = $(42n(l+ E*( f)/lOg t) atpP) dt 
7 
for n large. This can be done by splitting J*(r,) up with an intermediate point 
y, = (2pa2n/log n)“m”)‘2p for any suitable 1 > j3 > 0. 
For j 3 T, 1 + s*( j)/log t 2 1 - 0 if T is sufficiently large. Therefore using integra- 
tion by parts we get 
I 
“8, 
$(J2n( 1 - 13) at-“) dj - (L(J2n( 1 - 0) ay~P)y~pt’/(2pna2( 1 - 0)) 
7 
since nyiZP = O(n@(log n)‘-“) +00. 
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Hence by inserting the selected expression for y,, this first part of the integral 
tends to 0. This implies then also that in the domain [T, y,,] there are no exceedances 
of Y above the boundary, with probability tending to 1. 
For the second part, y, s t G r,, the same argument is used again to approximate 
the integral, but by approximating now more accurately the term e*(t)/log t. We 
note that for t 2 y,, 
l&*(t)/log tl s S/log n 
for 6 > 0 and n sufficiently large. Hence J*(r,,) is asymptotically equal to 
I 
:I 
$(,/‘2n( 1 + s*( t)/log t) at-“) dt 
I’,, 
I 
r,, 
< +(J2n(l -S/log n) atCP) dt 
“,, 
= (CI(J2n(l-6/lag n) ar;P)r~+‘/(2pna2)(1 +o(l))+o(l) (3) 
since the same expression with y, instead of r,, is o( 1) as above. The evaluation of 
this bound is straightforward, giving that 
J(r,)=exp(-x+o(l)+6/(2p))-+exp(-x) 
as n + ~0 and 6 + 0. In the same way the lower bound of the integral in (3) is dealt 
with, showing that 
J(r,)=exp(-x+0(1)-6/(2p))+exp(-x). 
The verification of the remaining conditions of Theorem 4.1 of Hiisler (1990) is 
straightforward, but somewhat tedious. 0 
Note that r,, = r,,(x) decreases in x for every n. Using the strong approximation 
arguments of Csorgii (1981) we can prove that the same limit behaviour holds true 
also for R,. We need the following condition (A) on p, depending on some moments 
of x: 
(A) For given (Y <2, we assume that p > ((Y +2)/a. But if ElXl’ < 00 exists for 
some p 2 2, which implies (Y = 2, we assume p > (p +2)/p > 1. 
Corollary 4.2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 4.1 with p satisfying condition (A). 
Then with r,, dejned in Theorem 4.1, 
P{R,s~,,}-+~-exp(-exp(-x)) as n+co 
for all xEF%. 
Proof. We use the strong approximation of v’% [ U,(t) - u(t)] = Y,,(t) by certain 
Gaussian stochastic processes Z,( . ), which are in distribution equal to Y( . ) to 
estimate the difference between P{R, s rfl} and P{ Y,, SV% u(t), t s r,,}. We use 
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mainly Theorem 4 of CsSrgii (1981), since the used interval is of length r,, + ~0. Note 
that therefore 
P{ Y,(t)<fi u(t), 1 S rn} 
= P Yn(l)SJ;;U(l), t<r,, 
( 
suplY,(r)-Z,(t)l~g, -to(l) 
IS I,f I 
which is smaller than 
P{Z,(t)SJFzu(t)+g,, tSr,,}+o(l) 
=P{Y(t)~Jt;u(t)+g,,t~r,}+o(l) 
respectively larger than 
P{Z,(t)sfiu(t)-g,,tGr,}+o(l) 
= P{Y(t)S&u(t)-g,,tSrr,}+o(l) 
where for (r<2: g,=nph(logn)d with b=a/(2~+4)-1/(2p) and d = 
(a + l)/(cy +2)- 1/(2p). Under the assumptions we see that u(t)-g,,/fi= 
atKP( 1 + d( t)/log t) for t S r, with ~(t)=El(t,n)=s(t)+~*(t,n). Note that 
suplcr,, s*(t, n) = supIS_,,((g,,tp log t)/afi) + 0 as n + ~0. Hence F(t) can be made 
sufficiently small, by chasing T and n sufficiently large. The same holds if p 22, 
where a is replaced by p in b and d. Using Theorem 4.1 for the two approximating 
probabilities, the proof is complete. 0 
Note that if the additional condition on p and S does not hold, we can only 
conjecture that R, is somewhat related in behaviour to the first zero crossing of Y( * ). 
In the following we discuss the case of a random variable X with a stable 
distribution. We assume simply that u(t) = exp(-pill-“) with 0 < (Y s 2. Note that 
because of Proposition 2.2, Y*( . ) is locally stationary with index (Y (for t 3 T). 
This implies that the local behaviour of Y( .) with (Y < 2 is rather different to the 
behaviour of Y( .) with LY = 2, which corresponds to a normal random variable. 
Nevertheless, we derive the following result if (Y > 1. 
Theorem 4.3. Let X be such that u(t) = exp(-piti”), for some p > 0, 1 < CY s 2. Then 
with 
log n H 1_210gz-log2 )I 
l/a 
rn=w log n 2 z > 0, 
weget as n+co, 
Obviously we have to prove only that 
P{Y(t)~&u(t), Tst~r,,}-Q(z) 
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for some T large, as in Theorem 4.1. In the same way, we can find y, such that 
P{ Y(t)<& u(t), TS try,}+ 1 (4) 
as n+cc and y,,+co, with y,<r,. This statement (4) is considered first in the 
following lemma, after which we finish the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
Lemma 4.4. Let u(t) = exp(-Pitt”) with p > 0, 1 < (Y G 2. Then with 
where E, + CO, slowly such that E:/ II + 0 and 
E* -I log* n - 
(Y ( > t-i log&,+co, 
we have for large T, 
P{ Y(t)<& u(t), TG t<yy,}+ 1. 
(5) 
Proof. Note again that for n and T sufficiently large 
fin(t)/~(t)~fiu(y,)(l-u(y,))“‘, T~tsy,, 
since l/a(t) 2 J2( 1 - u(t)). Hence 
P{Y(t)S&u(t), Ts~G~,,} 
~P{Y*(t)sJ2n(l-u(y,))u(y,),T~t~y,}. 
Again we use the result of Hiisler (1990), since J2n(l- u(y,)) u(y,) + ~0, by the 
choice of y,,. Because of the constant boundary it remains to verify that 
J(y,) = exp{-n(l- u(y,))n2(y,))CJ2n(l -4~~)) ~Y,)I~~‘~‘~’ 
-v,, 
C”O( t) dt 
7- 
tends to 0. But since C(t) -+ C(W) as f + ~0, J( yn) is bounded by 
O(exp{-n(l- u(y,))n*(y,)}{J2n(l -n(yn)) ~Y~))(~‘~)-~Y~) =0(l) 
by the choice of F,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Note that v’% u( r,)/a( r,,) + z as n + 00. Hence we cannot use 
the results of Hiisler (1990). Because of Lemma 4.4 it is sufficient to show that 
P{Y(t)S&iu(t),y,StSr,}+@(z). (6) 
Obviously, 
P{Y(t)~Jt;u(t),Yn ~t~rr,}~~(Jb;u(r,)/~(r,))~~(z), n+O. 
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Conversely, with the inequality (5) we get for n sufficiently large 
P{Y(t)~Jt;u(t),y,~t~r,} 
SP{Y*(t)SJ2n(l-u(r,)) u(r,),y,CtGr,} 
ZP 
i 
sup [Y*(t)-Y*(rn)]<8, Y*(r,)~J2n(l_u(r,))u(r,,)-6 
?‘,, --f c 1,, I 
>@(J2n(l-u(r,)) u(r,)-6)-P sup [Y*(f)- Y*(r,)]>S 
1 .v,, _ I -- r,i 1 
+ @(z-6) (7) 
with any 6 > 0, if the second term in (7) tends to 0. But this follows by using Theorem 
2.1 of Berman (1974) again. With our assumptions and notations we find therefore 
that the second term is bounded by 
O([l-@(const.6/~~“)])=0(1) 
smce z, = r, -y,, + 0 by chasing for instance F, = c log, n for some c > l/a. q 
Corollary 4.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, 
as n+W, for z>O. 
Proof. By the same arguments as in the proof of Corollary 4.2 we get the statement, 
since g, is in this case now 
g, = 0(n-“l”“+4’(log n)b+lv(n+2)+lly = o(l). 
Since such a g, does not affect the proof of Theorem 4.3, the result (6) holds also 
for the boundary fi U(I) * g,. 0 
For rf larger than r,, defined in Theorem 4.3, we find the following approximation. 
If the Gaussian processes would be stationary, bounds are known for the probability 
of crossing a fixed level in a finite interval. These approximations can be generalized 
also to locally stationary Gaussian processes. For instance, we get the following 
bound for R,. 
Theorem 4.6. Let X be such that u(t) = exp(-pit\“) with p > 0, 1 <a s 2. 7hen 
P 
i 
Y(t)~Au(t), tc (F)“m + T} Sexp(-KT) 
and 
for some constant X > 0, and n suficiently large. 
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Proof. It is straightforward to extend Theorem 2 of Newell and Rosenblatt (1962) 
for locally stationary Gaussian processes (cf. Hiisler, 1989b), which results in the 
first statement. The second result follows as in Corollary 4.5. 0 
If (Y d 1, then we can easily prove weaker limit results. 
Theorem 4.7. Let X be such that u(t) = exp(-pItI”) with 0 < a s 1, p > 0. Then as 
n+co, 
R,(ZP/log n)“” + 1 in probability. 
Proof. The proof that P{R, > (1-t &)((log n)/2P)““} + 0 follows for instance with 
the same arguments as in Theorem 4.6. The other part P{R,, > (1 - E) x 
((log n)/2P)““}+ 1 can be derived similarily to Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.5. 0 
Obviously, these results can be generalized for u(t) which behave like exp(-p 1 ti”) 
as t + 0 and assuming some other behaviour as t + CO. But we think the selection of 
results is sufficient to describe the main general behaviour of R, in the most 
interesting cases. It characterizes therefore the rather diverse behaviour of R,, 
depending on the assumption on u(t), hence on the distribution of X. This explains 
analytically the behaviour of R,, observed in Csorgii and Heathcote (1987) by 
simulation. 
5. Example of a pure discrete distribution 
Most of our discussion is motivated by the behaviour of u( . ) of absolutely continuous 
distributions. Thus we deal finally with a particular case of a pure discrete distribu- 
tion, the Bernoulli one, with 0 <p < 1. The aim of the following is to get a glimpse 
into another part of the treated problem. 
We find easily that 
U,,(t)=l-~(l-cos t) 
with N,, = C:=, X,, the number of ones in the sequence of Bernoulli random variables 
Xi, isn. Since O<p<l, we have 
u(t) = 1 -p(l -cos t) 
which has a finite first zero r,, if p 2 $: 
r, = arccos 
and r,=c~ if p<$ 
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(a) We note that if p >$, then all the assumptions of Case 1 with u’(rJ = 
- dm < 0 and a’( rO) = (1 - p)/p are satisfied. Hence we get for all z E Iw, 
P{R,Gr,+zJ(l-p)/(p(2p-l)n)}+@(z) as n+co. 
This can be proved also by using the central limit theorem for N,,. 
(b) If p = f, then r, = T and u’( rO) = 0. Hence as mentioned in Section 3, we get 
also the first part of the limit distribution, by similar arguments. Here we use the 
approach by the limit law of N,,. For z G 0 we find 
Pin “4(R,-~)>z}=P{N,,<n/(l-cos(~+xn-”4))} 
= P{(N,+)/~~~(x*+o(l))}+ @+x2) 
as n + 00, where we used a Taylor series expansion for the cosine term. Since U,,(t) 
is minimal in 7r, rr < R, < 00 cannot occur. Hence P{ R, = co} = P{ R, > T} = 
P{N,,c-:_n} ’ +T, as n-+oo. 
(c) If p < 4, then the same arguments are used again to get immediately P{ R, = 
co}=P{N,,<in}+l as n-+a. 
This shows the rather different behaviour of R, in the case of a pure discrete 
distribution, mainly if r,, = ~0. Note that the behaviour of u(t) is periodic, and thus 
u(t) + 0 does not hold, which was used in Section 4. 
Note added in proof. Some of these results are slightly extended in Hiisler (1989a), 
a conference paper discussing these problems. 
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